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Dear Michigan residents:
The past eight years have been good ones here in Michigan. We’ve made incredible strides to improve
the economy and protect our way of life, with momentum you can feel from Monroe to Marquette.
And we want to see that success continue and expand to everyone who lives in the Great Lakes State.
That is why the Michigan House Republicans, for the fifth consecutive legislative term, are pleased to
publicly outline their priorities to help improve transparency. The 2019-20 Action Plan – Leading the Way
– provides a blueprint to help make our state an even better place to live, work and raise a family.
Why commit to this plan so publicly? Because we work for you, and we want you to hold us
accountable. The opportunity to review and respond to this action plan is part of that commitment. You
deserve a state government that is always working in your best interests, which means being open and
transparent in every way.
That’s why – on the very first day of the 2019-20 legislative session – we introduced a plan to make the
governor and Legislature subject to public disclosure laws. It’s one of the pillars upon which our action
plan is built.
Other priorities include reducing car insurance costs for Michigan drivers, improving the roads we all
drive on, lowering taxes for residents (especially retirees), protecting property rights through civil asset
forfeiture reform, and fighting to detect and remove PFAS contamination in our water supply. The
common theme: Continuing Michigan’s momentum and building a better state not only for today, but for
our kids and grandkids.
There is a new dynamic at the state Capitol this year, with a Republican-led Legislature and a
Democratic governor’s administration sharing responsibility for the future of our state. In no way should
this slow down Michigan’s comeback. This isn’t Washington, D.C. – and we’re not going to become
Washington, D.C. Here in the Great Lakes State, we will work together to deliver the meaningful results
our residents demand and deserve.
We must not settle for our recent success. We must find ways to do even better – and that’s what this
action plan is all about.
Thank you for taking the time to review this document. As always, we welcome your feedback as we
work on ways to make Michigan an even better place than it is today.
Sincerely,

Lee Chatfield

Speaker of the House

Representative Aaron Miller
Chair, Policy Action Plan Committee

Building
Michigan’s
future

Continuing to fix our roads and bridges
Michigan drivers deserve better roads and bridges, and
our plan is to continue improving them with a record-high
investment in repairs. Some Michigan communities see this
increased commitment paying off already, while others will
notice improvements soon. We will continue this effort with
smart, thoughtful budgeting and prioritization to improve
our roads and bridges. Taxpayers deserve to get what they
pay for, so we will continue to hold Michigan’s road repair
program accountable. We will take steps to ensure projects
are done on time and on budget, with strengthened
warranties to ensure quality. It took a long time for
Michigan roads and bridges to fall into disrepair, and it will
take time to fix them. We are on the right path and will stay
on it moving forward.

Ensuring safe and clean drinking water

“We rely on this state’s infrastructure
to deliver goods to people and make
a living. Our roads must be fixed on
time and on budget for our families
and job providers to continue to
grow. Money is being spent, but more
needs to be done to address this huge
challenge and keep us moving.”

Carla Wardin,
Essex Township
Supervisor

Michigan’s abundant lakes and rivers are more than tourist
destinations – they are the source of our state’s fresh
drinking water supply. We have taken the lead on fixing
water delivery systems and improving natural resource
protection in Michigan. This important work must continue
as we face new and evolving challenges. In 2017, Michigan
launched the first-in-the-nation multi-agency action
team, backed by more than $60 million in state dollars, to
respond to reports of PFAS contamination. This panel of
experts has continued to work with our local communities
to ensure the safety of public drinking water. The people of
this state deserve more than a cleanup crew. They deserve
smarter planning backed by cutting-edge research to build
better systems to help avert another disaster. Increased
investments in our water infrastructure have resulted in
steady improvement in Flint residents’ water supply and
preempted problems across Michigan. We will continue to
work with top experts to study and improve existing systems
and regulations, and combat emerging threats. We will make
responsible, targeted investments that will make our state a
safe and enjoyable place to live, work and raise a family.

“We all want to do what we
can to protect the families in
our communities from danger.
Together with the state and
surrounding communities, we
have broken down boundaries
and come together for the
good of everyone. The state
government is our partner
in these efforts, and we
need them to continue to do
their part. Michigan must
continue the work it started
detecting and fixing water
contamination.”

Jeff Sorensen,

Cooper Township
Supervisor

Improving opportunities in schools and
expanding broadband access
All Michigan students deserve a chance to succeed.
That’s why we’ll continue to create better skilled trade
opportunities that prepare students for high-skilled
careers and enhance learning by continuing to expand
broadband access. Challenges remain with getting
students, residents and businesses the high-speed access
they need. It is important to work on plans that will
assist underserved areas. Without a fast and reliable
internet connection that some parts of the state enjoy,
certain communities are at a disadvantage keeping and
attracting jobs. A common hurdle to clear is the return
on investment (ROI) through supplying rural areas with
broadband. We should shift this outlook from ROI for
providers to ROI for the state – working to remove
regulatory and financial barriers for providers. In addition,
high-speed internet in the classroom is an effective
educational tool to help build future generations and
keep Michigan on the cutting edge. When prospective job
providers can move into technologically competitive areas
all over the state, it benefits every Michigan worker and
allows our state to flourish.

Supporting the proposed tunnel under
the Straits and protecting our Great
Lakes and waterways
The Great Lakes and our inland waterways are crucial to
our way of life in Michigan. Our families drink, fish and
swim in this water, and we must protect these resources.
Constructing a new underground infrastructure corridor
in the Straits of Mackinac is the best solution to protect
our beautiful Great Lakes and ensure Michigan families
continue to have the resources they need to affordably
heat their homes and keep their businesses running.
By establishing the Mackinac Straits Corridor Authority,
we created an independent watchdog to oversee
the tunnel project and provide proper and necessary
oversight, including a public, transparent process for
ongoing operation of the tunnel. We will continue to
support the tunnel and develop reforms to further
protect our Great Lakes.

Defending our
Constitution and the
American way
Protecting religious freedoms
Our founders understood that the right to religious freedom is universal and must
be protected for the benefit of all. Yet religious freedom is under attack in America,
and people of faith continue to face a host of threats that seek to undermine their
fundamental rights. Because of this, religious freedom is one of the most important
issues of our time. We must make sure government does not stand in the way of free
practice of faith. We will be vigilant in our promise to guard against the reaches of big
government and will diligently protect all Michigan faithful in their places of worship.

Protecting Second Amendment rights
The right to bear arms is fundamental. It is prominently written into our Michigan and
U.S. constitutions – the documents upon which our society is built. Sadly, this essential
principle is constantly under attack by those who want to limit the right of law-abiding
citizens to protect themselves, their families and their property. We will continue to
protect this constitutional right from unfair restrictions. We will continue to defend
law-abiding gun owners and protect the safety of all Michigan residents.

Helping Michigan veterans
While we will never be able to fully repay our brave men and women in uniform for
their selfless service, we must honor veterans by ensuring they receive the best possible
care and services after serving our country. Whether it’s expanding access to adequate
health care, helping navigate through benefits programs or opening up career training
opportunities, we remain committed to making resources available to our military
heroes and helping them utilize the benefits they’ve earned.

Increasing government transparency
Accountability is key to good government. The Michigan Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) was established in 1976 to provide the public with access to most records of public
bodies. Historically, the Legislature, governor and lieutenant governor have been exempt
from FOIA, but Michigan is now one of just two states where this exemption remains.
We must do more to give the people of Michigan the transparency they expect from
all of their elected officials. Not only are people throughout Michigan interested in how
their state government works, they deserve access. People have a right to monitor the
work done by their government and examine how their public tax dollars are spent. Our
government will be stronger when all elected state officials are open and accountable to
the people of Michigan.

“Government transparency
shouldn’t end at the local
level. The people of Michigan
deserve to know what all of
our elected officials are up to
and how they’re spending our
tax dollars. As Isabella County
Administrator, I’m happy to
comply with the Freedom of
Information Act. It’s time for
state government to play by
the same rules.”

Margaret McAvoy,
Isabella County
Administrator

Standing up
for the most
vulnerable
Protecting the unborn
Among the first words of our Michigan Constitution are those affirming the rights of all people,
commanding that “no person shall be denied the equal protection of the laws.” We take up this pledge,
especially as it pertains to those with no voice to speak: the unborn. We are ready to stand up for the
sanctity of life with respect and care from beginning to end. We’ll guard against policies that chip away at
the protections afforded to our unborn children and stand strong against attempts to weaken our state’s
strong safeguards for its most vulnerable residents.

Improving the lives of the mentally ill
We remain committed to providing better care to people by improving Michigan’s broken mental health
care system. By continuing to craft solutions based on the recommendations of the House Community
Access Resources Education and Safety (C.A.R.E.S.) Task Force, we can improve local delivery of mental
health services, combat the rise in substance use disorders, and make necessary improvements to our
criminal justice system. Together we can work to ensure Michigan residents live happy, healthy and
independent lives regardless of mental health challenges.

Supporting victims of opioid addiction
Opioid addiction and overdose have become an epidemic across the nation, and Michigan has not been
immune. Because of the increase in strength and availability of opiates on the market, the likelihood
of addiction and overdose continues to rise. By communicating with local law enforcement, addiction
specialists, and those affected by this growing health concern, we will develop effective strategies to
combat the opioid crisis. We remain committed to preventing dependence and abuse, and supporting
people who need help.

“People with mental health,
substance use needs and intellectual/
developmental disabilities can thrive
when offered the right individualized
treatment, support and opportunities.
By providing the best treatment
options and support systems, we can
work together to help those in need
reach their fullest potential.”

Connie Conklin,

Executive Director
Livingston County
CMH

Protecting
people and
communities
Continuing impactful criminal justice reform
Many people in prison will one day return home. It is important for offenders to be
reintegrated into society in a positive and productive fashion upon release. Successful
reintegration reduces crime, lessens the burden placed on taxpayers, and benefits the
entire state. By creating avenues for employment, we can give offenders a chance
to achieve self-sustainability. Employment allows those with past criminal histories
to provide for themselves or their families and reduce the likelihood they will turn
back to crime to make ends meet. Michigan’s prison population has risen from
approximately 14,000 in the 1970s to more than 39,000 now. As a result, corrections
spending has increased from 3 percent of the state budget general fund to roughly
20 percent. This soaring trajectory is unsustainable. Working to hinder the chances
of an offender becoming a repeat offender will alleviate costs to the state – which
ultimately fall on the taxpayer. We must also work to establish consistency with
criminal penalties so that our state’s justice system is just and fair. In addition, we
should generally treat 17-year-old offenders as juveniles, instead of automatically
charging them as adults and sending them to prison. By joining the vast majority of
states that have raised the age for criminal prosecution from 17 to 18, we can work to
turn 17-year-old offenders’ lives around and remove them from the dangerous cycle
of recidivism. This is a smart, forward-thinking policy that will help troubled youth,
taxpayers and local communities for the long term..

Supporting law enforcement and protecting the rule of law
Our law enforcement officers put their lives on the line each and every day to protect
and serve us all. At every opportunity, we must support our first responders and give
them the tools they need to protect the public and properly enforce the law. No one
should try to circumvent the important role our first responders play or try to dictate
which laws they enforce. We will do everything we can to protect the rule of law and
ensure law enforcement officers are not exploited for political purposes.

Reforming civil asset forfeiture
We must do more to protect the private property rights of people in Michigan. The
government’s ability to seize the private property of citizens was always intended to
be a measure of last resort.
We will review and reform civil asset forfeiture laws to better protect the civil liberties
of every single Michigan resident. Civil asset forfeiture is a serious step taken to punish
criminals and ensure they don’t profit from their crimes. It’s time to implement sensible
safeguards to better protect families and ensure innocent people aren’t treated like
criminals when it comes to civil asset forfeiture.

Continuing
Michigan’s
comeback
Reducing car insurance rates for Michigan drivers
Michigan – the automotive capital of the world – is also home to the highest car insurance rates in the nation,
and it’s hurting our state. Skyrocketing insurance costs force some families to choose between putting food on
the table and insuring their vehicles as mandated by state law. Drivers demand and deserve reforms to lower their
bills. While there are a number of factors contributing to these out-of-control rates, one thing remains clear – it’s
well past time to stop playing politics and move our state forward with real reform. We’re so committed to this
important issue that we’ve created a special House committee solely focused on reforming our car insurance
system. Michiganders deserve a more efficient and fair car insurance system, and we will take real, measurable
steps to craft a solution that drives down costs while protecting drivers and their families.

“The high cost of auto insurance
is ridiculous and unfair. If I lived
just 30 minutes south in Ohio, my
car insurance premium would
be drastically reduced. As a
senior I've watched Michigan’s
skyrocketing car insurance rates
drive fellow retirees and friends
out of the state.”

Linda Cousineau

“Being a mother of teen drivers makes
Michigan‘s highest-in-the-nation car
insurance rates even more painful. Just our
monthly premium alone is a huge financial
burden.We need car insurance reform now.”

Kim Ayres

“People in Michigan work hard, and they
deserve to keep more of what they earn.
Lowering taxes would also help parents
make lives better for their kids and help
retirees on fixed incomes make ends meet.”

Gary and Karen Jenkins

Helping people get to work and keep more of what they’ve earned
House Republicans have enacted several reforms to create a better tax system in the past eight years. Lower
taxes help create jobs while enabling people to hang onto more of their hard-earned money. The proof of our
success is an improved economy that’s welcoming to job providers and workers alike. In addition, Republicans
have been diligent in paying off debt and will continue to be responsible with taxpayer money and not saddle
future generations with our debt.
While there has been substantial improvement, there’s also more work to be done. Continued action is needed
to lower the tax burden and improve the lives of every worker and retiree in Michigan, thereby helping more
people participate in and benefit from our state’s economic resurgence. We will consider plans to improve
Michigan’s tax system focused on reducing personal income taxes for workers and retirees. We will examine
ways to simplify and clarify the tax system for individuals and job providers. It’s one of our top priorities –
because taxes remain one of the heaviest financial burdens shouldered by Michigan families, individuals and
employers. The people of Michigan work hard for their money, and we will work just as hard to protect it.

Helping farmers and strengthening our agricultural economy
Agriculture is the second-largest sector of our state’s economy, and is among the most diverse in the nation.
A strong food production economy depends on an infrastructure to get commodities from farm to table.
It requires quality roads, a skilled workforce ready for the high-tech demands of today’s agriculture and
cooperative regulatory policies. We must clear the way for our robust farming industry and keep Michigan’s
farms growing.
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